
Mixer Rollover
Awareness &
Prevention
Programme(RAPP) 



Introduction
Of all the transport-related incidents within our industry,
mixer rollovers are the ones that we've failed to tackle over
the years and are a problem that just keeps coming back.

A new approach is required due to the increased number of
rollover incidents suffered across the industry, not just
focusing on the inexperienced driver but a chance to refresh
the knowledge and understanding of the more experienced
one.

Improving safety, raising awareness, reducing costs and
improving productivity are some of the main reasons why the
Rollover Awareness and Prevention Course should be
implemented across your business.

RAPP© from the British Aggregates Association (BAA) and in
partnership with MinTrain™ and TVS Interfleet, gives a
greater understanding of the root causes of the problems we
face and how we reduce and eliminate mixer rollovers.



What Is It?
Developed by MinTrain™ and McPhee Mixers, for the BAA
Concrete Division, the half-day Rollover Awareness &
Prevention Programme is an interactive and engaging course
that looks at the root causes of mixer rollovers and gives
attendees an opportunity to help bring change in reducing the
number of these incidents.

Using the real-life footage of incidents involving concrete
mixers, the course requires attendee participation and
interaction to bring out the maximum benefits of the course
learning outcomes and objectives.

Key learning points are discussed, and look at rollover causes
using investigation scenarios and implementing preventative
measures to reduce mixer rollover incidents across the
industry.

The Rollover Awareness and Prevention Course is Europe's
only course that meets the requirements of BS EN
12609:2021 Truckmixer Safety Requirements.   



What It Covers

Rollover Statistics & Causes
What Makes The Industry Unique 
Collision Avoidance Techniques 
SSDM (Split Second Decision Making) 
Interactive Learning Points
Rollover Contributing Factors
Load Stability
Site Conditions and Hazard Spotting 
Rollover Investigations Scenarios 
Key Learning Points
Preventative Measures
Knowledge Check

RAPP covers the following core elements of the full
MinTrain™ MixerSURE© Rollover Programme, including:



The MinTrain™ multi-award-winning specialist MixerSURE©
training has been fully accredited by Industry Awarding Body
and BAA member EMPI Awards.

MixerSURE© is also recognised and accredited by the Driver
and Vehicle Standards Agency (DVSA), adding further
credibility and assurance that MixerSURE© sets the highest
standard.

Accreditation



Certification
Attendees who successfully complete the Rollover Awareness
& Prevention Course will be issued with a certificate of
attendance and completion.



RAPP can be delivered using your own
approved staff, making the programme a
must for any mixer operator, driver, and
supply chain staff. 

To learn more about the Mixer Rollover
Awareness & Prevention Programme, don't
hesitate to contact us using the details
below. 

info@british-aggregates.com

www.baa-active.co.uk

Contact US


